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ABSTRACT
The quadratic complexity of self-attention in Transformers has hin-
dered the processing of long text. To alleviate this problem, previous
works have proposed to sparsify the attention matrix, taking advan-
tage of the observation that crucial information about a token can be
derived from its neighbors. These methods typically combine one or
another form of local attention and global attention. Such combina-
tions introduce abrupt changes in contextual granularity when going
from local to global, which may be undesirable. We believe that a
smoother transition could potentially enhance model’s ability to cap-
ture long-context dependencies. In this study, we introduce Fovea
Transformer, a long-context focused transformer that addresses the
challenges of capturing global dependencies while maintaining com-
putational efficiency. To achieve this, we construct a multi-scale
tree from the input sequence, and use representations of context to-
kens with a progressively coarser granularity in the tree, as their dis-
tance to the query token increases. We evaluate our model on three
long-context summarization tasks1. It achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance on two of them, and competitive results on the third with
mixed improvement and setback of the evaluation metrics.

Index Terms— Efficient Transformer, Long-Range Modeling,
Structured Attention, Abstractive Summarization

1. INTRODUCTION

Transformers [1] have become the fundamental architecture in nat-
ural language processing (NLP). However, the quadratic time and
space complexity of self-attention has hindered the application of
mainstream pretrained transformer models [2, 3, 4, 5] to tasks re-
quiring long texts. The past few years has witnessed considerable
efforts to relieve this limitation. Existing works generally fall into
two categories.

One line of research respects the length limitation by partition-
ing a long input into smaller segments and feeding them separately
to models pretrained on short texts [6, 7]. These approaches are able
to reuse various pretrained language models instead of training from
scratch, albeit at the cost of breaking the integrity of long texts and
hence hurting the performance.

The other line of research targets at sparsifying the attention ma-
trix, by following some predefined patterns [8, 9, 10]. Most notable
is local attention, where a token only attends to a small range of
neighboring tokens [11, 12, 9, 10]. Although previous work has sug-
gested that crucial information about a token can be mostly derived
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from its neighbors [11, 12], simply ignoring the other tokens may
still hurt the performance on downstream tasks. Thus local attention
is typically complemented by global attention, where input tokens
also attend to shared global tokens that are each a coarse-grained
representation of a long segment or even the entire sequence of input
tokens [11, 12, 9, 10]. Such local-global combinations have success-
fully allowed transformer models to process inputs with up to 16k
tokens and outperform methods from the first category [9, 10]. Nev-
ertheless, the abrupt change in granularity when going from local to
global may be undesirable, and a smoother transition could poten-
tially enhance the ability to effectively handle long-context input.

Hence we propose Fovea Transformer, a long-context focused
transformer that allows every token to attend to the entire sequence
with structured fine-to-coarse granularities. To this end, we con-
struct a multi-scale tree representation of the input sequence through
a bottom-up process, where a leaf node corresponds to an input to-
ken, and an internal node is a coarser representation of its children.
When computing the attention of a token, we use representations
of context tokens with a progressively coarser granularity higher up
in the tree, as their distance to the query token increases. This al-
lows every token to attend to the entire context while minimizing
computational requirements. As this attention mechanism draws in-
spiration from the acuity around the fovea of human eyes, we dub it
Fovea Attention and the resulting model Fovea Transformer.

Note that BPT [13] shares a similar idea with Fovea Trans-
former. It constructs a multi-scale tree for each input sequence, but
in a top-down fashion through recursive binary partitioning. The
tree is then converted to a graph and node representations are up-
dated by graph attention. From the perspective of token interactions,
the conversion to graph attention introduces information staleness
across graph layers, as a result of the two-hop separation between
input tokens in the graph. We avoid this issue by a new design that
shuns graph attention. In addition, we divide tokens into blocks,
and apply our proposed attention pattern on top of it for better time
and memory efficiency. Note also that BPT is not validated on
long-context tasks.

Fovea Transformer does not introduce any new parameters into
the original transformer. It provides an inexpensive drop-in replace-
ment for the attention mechanism in existing transformer architec-
tures. To avoid heavy and expensive pretraining, we warm-start our
model on LongT5 [10] for all the experiments.

We test Fovea Transformer on three datasets with long context.
It achieves state-of-the-art performances on two of them, and com-
petitive results on the third with mixed improvement and setback of
the evaluation metrics.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose Fovea Transformer, a long-context focused trans-
former that addresses the challenges of capturing global de-
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Fig. 1: Illustration for tree construction and fovea attention.
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Fig. 2: Examples of building blocks for fovea attention. Each subplot indicates the attention matrix masks between query and key for each
level of the tree (the colors correspond). Suppose there are originally N blocks in the input, the number of blocks from higher level decreases
through the tree merging. Colored entries means active of attention, white entries indicates absence instead.

pendencies while maintaining computational efficiency.

• We proposed fovea attention mechanism, an inexpensive
drop-in replacement for vanilla attention in existing trans-
former architectures.

• We validate the effectiveness of Fovea Transformer, position-
ing proposed approach as a state-of-the-art solution for long-
context summarization tasks.

2. Fovea Transformer

We propose Fovea Transformer with fovea attention, which is a
special self-attention that attends to further tokens with a progres-
sively coarser granularity. To achieve this, we first construct a
tree-structured, multi-scale sequence representation from the input
tokens through a bottom-up process. Tokens are iteratively grouped
together so that higher-level nodes in the tree represent coarser
granularity (Figure 1). This constructed tree essentially provides a
mapping between all input tokens and their corresponding multi-
resolution representations. Next, for each query token, our proposed
fovea attention collects nodes from the tree to form the key and

value components. The constructed components then participate in
the calculation of self-attention, allowing for smooth transitions in
context granularity between short- and long-range context.

2.1. Constructing the Multi-scale Representation Tree

To generate the multi-scale representations as keys and values for
fovea attention, we first organize a tree-structured representation of
the sequence by iteratively averaging the embeddings of a consecu-
tive set of input tokens. As the node in the tree climbs higher (in-
dicated by a higher level in Figure 1), it represents an increasingly
larger number of tokens.

Formally, for a certain i-th node at level q, noted as uq,i, it is an
average of tokens from the i-th to the (i+ 2q − 1)-th.

uq,i =
1

2q

i+2q−1∑
k=i

ek (1)

where ek stands for the embedding of the k-th token in the input
sequence. We can figure that uq,i depends on the embeddings of
leaf tokens in the range of [i, i+2q −1], which we call the receptive



field of the node. Since we are computing the nodes iteratively in
a bottom-up manner, the average operation can be accelerated by
averaging over two of its children, i.e.,

uq,i =
1

2
(uq−1,i + uq−1,i+2q−1) (2)

It is worth noting the distinction between this resulting tree and
a standard binary tree. A standard binary tree has significantly fewer
internal nodes compared to the one we present here. This is due
to the large overlap of perceptive field between neighboring internal
nodes in our tree. Our design can effectively ensure that the subse-
quent fovea attention can accurately attend to the specific range of
tokens for every query token position.

In addition, to accelerate the tree construction process, in prac-
tice we divide the input sequence into equal-size blocks of tokens
before we organize them into the tree. As a result, each leaf node
in the tree stands for a block of neighboring tokens, and computing
the mean value in equation 2 involves computing a block of mean
values in parallel. The right part of Figure 1 illustrates how the
block-wise averaging is performed with an example block size of
4. This practical modification makes the algorithm more hardware-
friendly since coalesced memory transactions are much more effi-
cient in many hardware accelerators.

2.2. Fovea Attention

For each query token, instead of attending to every token in the se-
quence, the fovea attention selects as key and values a set of nodes
in the tree we built in Section 2.1 in a way that the receptive fields of
the nodes concatenate back-to-back till covering the whole sequence
without overlaps. In addition, the fovea attention selects nodes by
following the principle that it attends to lower-level nodes while its
corresponding receptive field is closer to the query, and progressively
climbs up the tree as the nodes draw further away.

To elaborate, at level q, starting next to the endpoint of the recep-
tive field of previous level q − 1, the fovea attention selects k nodes
to represent a fragment of non-overlapping actual input tokens that
are of length 2qk. Then, it ascends to the upper level for nodes that
are farther away, continuing until it reaches the end of the sequence.
This selection process stretches symmetrically on both sides of the
query token (see Figure 1).

Formally, for the i-th query token, on its right-hand side, the
fovea attention selects the following k nodes in level q into the tree:

{uq,i+k(2q−1)+1+j2q | j ∈ [0, k − 1]} (3)

where j ∈ N. Note that the fovea attention also selects k nodes on
the left side of the query token in the same manner.

If we put everything together, the whole set Si of nodes in all
levels that are selected by fovea attention for the i-th query token
can be written as the union of all the nodes selected at every level:

Si =

level 0 : {u0,i} ∪ {u0,i+j | j ∈ [1, k] ∪ [−k,−1]}∪ (4)
level 1 : {u1,i+k+1+2j | j ∈ [0, k − 1]}∪

{u1,i−k−2−2j | j ∈ [0, k − 1]}∪ (5)
· · ·

level q : {uq,i+k(2q−1)+1+j2q | j ∈ [0, k − 1]}∪
{uq,i−k(2q−1)−2q−j2q | j ∈ [0, k − 1]} (6)

where j ∈ N. Note that the node ua,b should exist in the tree, so all
nodes in the above set should subjects to the following constraint:

s.t. ∀ua,b, a, b ∈ N and 0 ≤ b ≤ N − 2a (7)

where N is the number of blocks in the sequence.
Despite the scatter in notations, it is pretty straightforward to

understand the fovea attention by visualizing the attention matrix
mask. In Figure 2, we vertically list the N queries and horizontally
concatenate all nodes in the tree for every query. The nodes being
attended on by the corresponding query are filled in color and the
white entries are not selected by fovea attention. Despite the large
size of the attention weight matrix, only a small portion of entries
need to be computed. It enjoys a complexity of O(N(logN)).

In addition, our proposed fovea attention does not introduce any
new parameters, so it is friendly to pretrained models and could act
as a drop-in replacement for most existing pretrained transformers.

3. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate Fovea Transformer on text summariza-
tion tasks that involves extreme long sequences.

3.1. Implementation Details

We build Fovea Transformer with the Huggingface library, instead of
pretraining from scratch, we warm-start finetune Fovea Transformer
from the publicly released LongT5-xl (∼3B) 2 checkpoint. We fol-
low the same configurations of LongT5-xl including the hidden size,
number of layers, block size, etc.. The results use input length 16384
and output length 512 for all datasets. For simplicity, we set k = 1.
We use batch size of 128, learning rate of ∼0.001 with polynomial
scheduler for all the experiments. We evaluate Fovea Transformer
on 8 Nvidia A800 GPUs.

3.2. Datasets

We evaluate Fovea Transformer on three abstractive summarization
datasets, we only use publicly available datasets from Huggingface3,
to make sure the reproducibility of our work. Table. 1 provides
a statistical analysis about the dataset size and input/output length.
More details are listed as follows.

Dataset #Source #Target #Examples
Train Valid Test

Multi-News 2103 264 44972 5622 5622
WCEP-10 3866 28 8158 1020 1022
PubMed 3224 214 119924 6633 6658

Table 1: Dataset statistics.

Multi-News [14] A large-scale news dataset which summarizing
multiple news documents into a human-written summary, addition-
ally, each summary is professionally written by editors.
WCEP [15] A dataset for multi-document summarization, the in-
put are collected leveraging the Wikipedia Current Events Portal
(WCEP), the output are neutral human-written summaries of news
events. There are at most 100 documents within each cluster in the
original dataset, in our paper, we use the WCEP-10 [16], a version

2https://huggingface.co/google/long-t5-tglobal-xl
3https://huggingface.co/datasets



that have all the duplicates removed and only keep up 10 most rele-
vant documents for each cluster.
PubMed [17] The task consists of scientific papers collected from
PubMed.com where the long-form document content is used as input
and their abstracts are ground-truth summaries.

3.3. Results

We evaluate model performances in terms of the Rouge scores:
Rouge-1(R1), Rouge-2(R2) and Rouge-L(RL) [18] for all the
datasets. We compare proposed model with various approaches
which achieve significant results on Multi-News, WCEP and PubMed:
BigBird [11], Longformer [9], LongT5 [10], PRIMER [16], GoSum
[19], BART-LS [20], BART-Long-Graph [21], SPADE [22], UPER
[23] and LSG [24].

The quantitative results are summarized in Tables 2, 4 and 3,
which indicate that Fovea Transformer is able to effectively model
long-term dependencies from up to 16k tokens. Fovea Transformer
achieves state-of-the-art performance on Multi-News and WCEP. On
PubMed, Fovea Transformer gives competitive results, with better
R1 score but worse R2 and RL scores than the competing methods.

Model R1 R2 RL

BART-Long-Graph 49.24 18.99 23.97
LongT5-xl 48.20 19.40 24.90
PRIMER 49.90 21.10 25.90
SPADE - 19.63 23.70

Fovea Trans. (ours) 50.32 21.50 26.62

Table 2: Results for Multi-News. The Rouge scores are taken from
their respective papers.

Model R1 R2 RL

PRIMER 46.1 25.2 37.9
UPER 41.4 18.7 33.8
LSG-BART 46.0 24.2 37.4

Fovea Trans. 46.1 25.3 38.1

Table 3: Results for WCEP-10. The scores of UPER and LSG-
BART are taken from [23], scores of PRIMER are from [16].

Model R1 R2 RL

BigBird 46.32 20.65 42.33
Longformer 47.00 20.20 42.90
GoSum 49.83 23.56 45.10
LongT5-xl 50.23 24.76 46.67
BART-LS 50.30 24.30 46.30

Fovea Trans. (ours) 50.41 24.65 46.08

Table 4: Results for PubMed. The Rouge scores of BigBird,
LongT5-xl are taken from [25], the rest are taken from their respec-
tive papers.
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Fig. 3: The training speed and GPU memory consumptions of Fovea
Transformer, LongT5 and T5. All the models are in large size with
input length of 1k, 2k, 4k and 8k. Measurements taken with batch
size 1 on 1×4 A100-40 GPUs.

3.4. Analysis

We quantitatively evaluate the training speed and memory consump-
tion of Fovea Transformer, LongT5 and T5 on Multi-News dataset,
considering various input length. The results are summarized in Fig-
ure. 3, we can see that the memory usage is comparable among the
models for shorter lengths, but the difference becomes significant
as we increase the sequence length. Generally, LongT5 and Fovea
Transformer have a much smaller memory footprint compared to the
regular transformer T5. However, Fovea Transformer trains signif-
icantly faster than LongT5. We did not extend the input length any
further as the trends are easily observable.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose Fovea Transformer, a long-context focused
transformer that addresses the challenges of capturing global depen-
dencies while maintaining computational efficiency. The experimen-
tal results and analysis validate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proach, positioning Fovea Transformer as a state-of-the-art solution
for long-context abstractive summarization tasks.
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